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ABSTRACT

This current study aims to document the challenges encountered by children in adapting to the learning applications in online learning. A literature study is used to answer the research question. The data was obtained from a systematic search in the Google scholar. From the search, 15 articles from 2010 – 2021 were gathered as the research data. To analyse the data, a content analysis was implemented. The findings revealed that the children met the difficulties because they tend to have short concentration span and get bored easily, the limitation of learning device, and signal stability. Moreover, less parents’ control causes young learners disoriented while using the applications. Surprisingly, the students did not face hindrance in relation to the applications use. Most of them adapted quite easily in using the applications. This implies that children nowadays are very adaptive towards technology and are easier to learn through diverse platforms in online learning. Limitations and future recommendations are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Online learning is a learning environment that can be used as a setting for the teaching and learning process that is carried out without meeting face-to-face between teachers and students (Moore et al., 2011). Currently, the trend of online learning is getting more popular because of the pandemic issue. More and more teachers use technology to support the learning activities. In line with this, Maskar et al. (2020) state that along with the times, one can obtain information directly and easily through new technologies that are constantly evolving. The development of this technology can be beneficial in the field of education for both teachers and students. The benefits can be obtained by teachers who teach in all levels of education, from elementary to university across the subjects, from language to mathematics. Using online learning is believed to provide shorter learning time and more practical learning tools (Lapitan Jr et al., 2021). Thus, it can make lesson costs more economical. Online learning can also facilitate students’ interaction with the material that has been provided. Students can
share information and access learning materials over and over again, and this can be a process of developing knowledge not only in the classroom, but also outside the classroom or at home. With the help of technological equipment and internet networks, students can be actively involved in the teaching-learning process (Rohmah, 2016). In short, online learning has given some positive benefits in some ways.

Despite the benefits of online learning, this sort of learning mode has also provided many shortcomings, including the lack of interaction between teachers and students. This lack of interaction can slow down the formation of judgment and reasoning in delivering lessons in the teaching and learning process (Ali & Magalhaes, 2008). There might also be a tendency to ignore academic and social aspects (Bhatt & MacKenzie, 2019). The learning and teaching process is more towards training than education and the majority of students do not have the motivation to learn in online learning (Yazdi, 2012). The difficulties that often occur through self-concept or self-ability when students learn at home are 1) students cannot have their own learning initiative, so students wait for instructions or assignments from the teacher in learning, 2) students are not accustomed to carrying out online learning needs at home, students learn the materials according to what is given by the teacher, not what they need, 3) the goals or targets of students' online learning still limited to obtaining satisfactory grades, not the abilities they should improve, 4) some students are still unable to monitor, regulate, and control online learning at home, still seem to learn as necessary, 5) there are still students who give up doing the online learning assignments when there are difficulties and mistakes mostly made by them and students who rarely evaluate the process of their learning outcomes (Utami & Cahyono, 2020). Therefore, this online learning situation becomes very challenging not only for teachers but also for learners especially at the elementary school level.

In the online learning practice, the use of learning applications is unbearable. These learning tools support the teacher and students achieve the learning goals and it was reported in many studies done by previous researchers. For example, a study conducted by Mulyono (2016) conveyed that the use of Quipper as an online learning application for English teaching was affordable because it corresponded to the three conditions of CALL pedagogy. Therefore, it has become a potential instrument for teaching and learning foreign languages online. Another study was conducted by Aljojo et al. (2020). They described the teaching and learning Geography for children between 9 – 12 years old by developing an application, namely Kids’ Atlas. Kids’ Atlas is an Android app designed to assist youngsters in learning and testing their knowledge. The program enhances learning through entertainment by incorporating technologies that assist children in studying geography by captivating their attention and allowing them to interact more effectively than traditional methods of teaching by visualizing 3D objects. This phenomenon informed us that educators are recently more aware of the importance of using learning applications in teaching young learners. Besides the two presented examples, many researchers have discovered the use of learning applications for young children in different lessons (Afif & Dwijayanto, 2020; MacEachren et al., 2002; Nikolova & Georgiev, 2021; Vasudevan et al., 2019). All in all, these applications are proven to give positive contributions on the effectiveness of online learning for children.

From the previous literature mentioned, the readers were informed of two kinds of online learning environment, namely synchronous and asynchronous (Cleveland-Innes & Ally, 2004). Synchronous online learning is conducted when teachers and students have direct interaction, while asynchronous online learning is when the interaction is not direct or live. Guo (2020) mentioned that children who participate in synchronous online learning get more understanding than those who do not. The studies above mentioned that even in those two online learning environments, the applications have still presented helpful roles for students and teachers. However, there was missing information that is not revealed specifically. It was the challenges met by students during operating those applications. Therefore, this recent study has a purpose for investigating that problem. The researcher is trying to discover what students’ difficulties are when using learning applications during online learning. This is conducted because we have to put an attention on the effectiveness of the learning by viewing it from
students’ perspectives. It is hoped that after gaining information about the children’s handicaps in using learning applications, teachers will be more attentive to find better solutions in achieving learning goals. Moreover, parents are also expected to pay more attention to their children when doing online learning.

2. METHODS

2.1. Literature search

In order to get a comprehensive understanding on the children’s handicaps when using applications in online learning, a computerised literature search was conducted. The main data was gained from the largest online article database, Google Scholar. First, the search was done to find out studies that specifically discussed online applications for kids. Second, the search was specific to the challenges, difficulties, constraints, and barriers they encounter. Two main key terms were utilized to do the search namely ‘synchronous’ and ‘asynchronous’ (Cleveland-Innes & Ally, 2004). More specifically, the key terms were expanded as the combined items of: ‘online learning’, ‘children’, ‘barrier(s)’, ‘online application’, ‘learning application’, ‘young learners’, ‘elementary school’, ‘kids’, ‘handicap(s)’, ‘challenge(s)’, ‘school’, ‘learning at home’, ‘pandemic’, and ‘classroom’. In addition, a snowballing strategy was utilized to locate further relevant studies by reviewing all of the reference lists of the selected publications.

2.2. Literature selection

In the beginning of the step, the selection criteria were too broad. The key words used appeared anywhere in all detected articles in the Google Scholar. The first results of the search contained 15 pages of the slides as a combination of international and national journals. A page had ten articles, so there were 150 articles that were sorted in a large search. Moreover, after the specific criteria were applied, from those numbers of articles, 15 of them were sorted as the research data. The sortation was done based on the two main categories, synchronous and asynchronous online platforms that the teachers and students used.

2.3. Analysis of the Literature

To describe the students’ difficulties in online learning throughout the two major terms (synchronous and asynchronous online learning), the analysis procedure of Harwood & Garry (2003) for content analysis studies were followed. It includes a classification scheme based on specific research questions identified through a survey of the literature (Carson et al. 2001). This allows for the identification of data units, which are then classified, documented, compared, and contrasted in order to arrive at a conclusion regarding the communication’s content (Harris 1996; Collis and Hussey 2003). Contextually, the researcher identified the selected articles and classified them based on two main categories; synchronous and asynchronous. After that, a comparison was done to distinguish the challenges in the application use. Finally, a conclusion was drawn to portray the big picture of the frequent handicaps experienced.

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The data used in this study provided information about the major hindrance of the children in utilizing the applications in learning at home during the pandemic. The common challenges comprise three layers, namely personal state which comes from the children fundamental character, control from environment which involves parents, teachers, and adults around them, and network facilities that are still low quality. Those three aspects are illustrated in the figure below.
Figure 1. Common Challenges of Young Learners in Using Learning Applications

From Figure 1, it can be seen that there are three issues appearing in the use of applications by young learners. The difficulties they encountered are caused by the children’s basic characteristics, namely having a short concentration span. According to Lelawati (2019), young learners have their own characteristics that distinguish them from adult learners. One of them is their concentration that does not last long. Moreover, supportive surroundings also influence the ease of application utilization, especially parents’ involvement in facilitating their learning. A study by Ilmanto et al. (2021) mentioned that parents’ difficulty following their children while they study were limited network quotas, and the nature of material provided online or online may not necessarily be understood by all pupils, all of which make learning at home challenging. Lastly, the network facility also becomes an unbearable challenge that young students face, such as the unstable internet connection because of the unpredictable weather. This condition is relevant with the research done by Giatman et al., (2020) revealing that 47.7% of the respondents reported that signal difficulties became a very important issue in online learning. Therefore, it is really important to make an attempt to make sure that the connection is good before the learning begins.

After presenting the common difficulties that young students experienced during online learning, the following step is looking at the specific challenges they met. The division of the challenges is based on the two types of online learning modes, synchronous and asynchronous (Cleveland-Innes & Ally, 2004). The following is the description of each type.

3.1. **Synchronous Learning Platforms**

Synchronous learning is a learning process in which teachers and students are getting along at the same time but in different places. In this learning environment, the learning process usually takes place using communication technology media in the form of video-conferencing or audio-conferencing (Purnama, 2020). The steps in synchronous learning are actually not much different from face-to-face learning, where in synchronous learning the learning process also consists of opening activities, core activities and closing activities. From the literature search, two learning platforms that are commonly used to teach children recently are presented below, Zoom and Skype. This table also presents the challenges or handicaps that young students meet when using the applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal State</th>
<th>Environmental Influence</th>
<th>Network Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Short concentration span</td>
<td>• Lack of adults’ control</td>
<td>• Signal stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Easy to get bored</td>
<td>• Lack of supportive device</td>
<td>• limited access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Students’ Challenges in Using Synchronous Learning Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Application/Platform</th>
<th>Handicaps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Todd</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>Internet bandwidth that sometimes makes the video freezing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anggraheni et al.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>lagging or losing connectivity during the session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganesha et al.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>Electronic media and internet quotas for online learning are among the challenges. The only issue is that not all students are equal in terms of economics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ockert</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>Need assistance from adults.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of zoom meeting media facilitates online implementation where students are easier to access and use. With the use of this media is expected to improve student learning outcomes even without face to face. The zoom meeting application can be used in the teaching and learning process so that there is interaction between teachers and students in every learning activity. Through this zoom meeting, in addition to explaining the material, teachers can also discuss or ask questions directly with students (Mahayoni, 2020). Many researchers believe that Zoom has many benefits for teaching students in elementary school (Bina & Tahel, 2021; Dwiyansaputra et al., 2021; Marwanto, 2021). This implies that Zoom is seen as a learning platform that is suitable to teach young learners in different subjects.

However, besides the positive benefits, Zoom also has some drawbacks, especially in relation to the challenges that students meet during its utilization. As an instance, the difficulties in its implementation include inadequate facilities and infrastructure, disrupted internet connections, wasteful use of internet quotas and teachers who cannot fully control students (Kelana et al., 2020). In line with this, Ganesha et al. (2021) mentioned that electronic media and internet quotas for online learning are among the challenges. The only issue is that not all students are equal in terms of economics. The stability of the signals as discussed before is also present as a common challenge that students meet in conducting synchronous learning via Zoom meeting. The video can sometimes suddenly freeze or lag and the connection is automatically off (Anggraheni et al., 2020; Todd, 2021). This is also supported by evidence from the study conducted by Perangin-angin et al., (2019) who conducted research in a math class. They mentioned that the obstacle that is faced by students during the learning process using the zoom app on material transformation geometry is on a network that hinders learning. This situation does not only happen in Zoom Meeting but also in Skype usage.

In the classroom, Skype helps students to improve speaking skills by speaking directly with the original speaker (Eaton, 2010). Students who come from different geographic locations can be connected via Skype with help from the teacher or parents. Students can use Skype to learn between students, both nationally and internationally. This can be done with the collaboration feature (free video calls and video conferencing) available on skype. Furthermore, the teacher can communicate with parents of students via skype video conference about activities in class (Susanti, 2018). In short, similar to Zoom, skype also provides many benefits for online teaching and learning activities.

On the other hand, students also face difficulties when using Skype. As reported by Ockert (2017), young students need adult assistance or guidance in using skype. This is because the Skype application is a bit confusing in the beginning. Thus, parents’ guidance when online learning using skype is necessary. Susanti (2018) proposed challenges that are potential to happen during skype-based learning. She stated that Skype posed many challenges in implementation, such as the extra time needed to overcome wireless microphones, because students especially do not really know about it and no help from technicians in preparation for all that besides network problems. Moreover, the use of the
Skype application is still new to them so some problems sometimes occur, like problems sending wrong/less email addresses appropriately. In conclusion, young students need more adaptation to the online learning platforms and require assistance from adults to get used to the usage.

3.2. Asynchronous Learning Platforms

In a different perspective, learners are also faced with the situation that requires them to learn autonomously at home, using learning applications asynchronously. Asynchronous online learning is a learning environment that does not require students and teachers to sit in a similar time. There might be a time gap between them. In a more detailed explanation, Purnama (2020) stated that asynchronous learning is the learning process or deepening of material that can be done at any time without being limited by time. This learning environment can use communication technology that is currently developing, for example with e-learning, Google classroom, Moodle, game applications, and so on. In Table 2, we can see eleven examples of the applications that have been used by children when conducting online learning asynchronously as well as the difficulties they have encountered.

Table 2. Challenges of Students During Asynchronous Online Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Application/Platform</th>
<th>Handicaps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saric et al.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>3D game called Colorful Classroom</td>
<td>Requiring teachers/parents’ control more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis-Barrett</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tondoo</td>
<td>Requiring creativity to create a story. Children cannot do it alone. They need guidance to arrange the story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aljojo et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Kids’ Atlas</td>
<td>Lack of facility because the application is not accessible to everyone and not free or low cost downloadable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citananiuc &amp; Iftene</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>GeoAR</td>
<td>A bit confusing, needs teacher’s guidance or parent’s control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagata et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Chanting robot</td>
<td>Requiring teachers/parents’ control more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu &amp; Liu</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Games</td>
<td>Too much use makes children bored. Thus, the utilization needs control from parents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ávila-Soto et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>TanMath</td>
<td>A bit complex for children. Explanations and examples are important; thus, parents or teachers need to provide solutions for that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anwar et al.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Mobile Game</td>
<td>Short concentration span that a child has makes it difficult to stay still in a similar game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skiada et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>EasyLexia</td>
<td>Limited to children with learning difficulties. Common kids will find it boring because they think it is less challenging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alias</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Java Interactive</td>
<td>Children need assistance or guidance to make sure that they play the application properly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 reported numbers of challenges that the young students experienced when using certain technological based applications. For example, a study conducted by Ávila-Soto et al. (2010) who conducted a study in a math class for elementary school. They developed a learning application namely TanMath to help children learn math easier. However, they found out that the application was a bit complex for children. Thus, explanations and examples are important; thus, parents or teachers need to provide solutions for that. In short, parents’ or adults’ control is really important in helping children adjust with the application. Moreover, Aljojo et al. (2020) have developed a learning application for learning Geography for kids, namely Kids’ Atlas. In their study, they informed that the use of this application is limited because of the price. Thus, students lack the facility for this application. Not easy access is free to everyone nor low cost or downloadable.

Interesting applications that push students to engage in online learning are among the strategies that teachers can implement. One of them is through Games application (Sáez-López et al., 2015. However, this application is also without challenges. The study of Liu & Liu (2015) mentioned that when children are given Games for learning too long or too much, they will get bored, because they have a short concentration span. Thus, the utilization needs control from parents. Furthermore, Ellis-Barret (2017) displayed the use of Toondoo in teaching elementary school students. In her article, she stated that this application required creativity to create a story, however, children cannot do it alone. They need guidance from adults to arrange the story. This application also has limitations for those who have low creativity (Fatimah et al., 2019). To conclude this paragraph, a highlight on students’ adaptation competence is important. Most children recently are quite adaptable towards technology. So, it is not difficult to get them engaged with any new learning applications.

4. CONCLUSION

This study investigated students’ difficulties in utilizing learning application during online teaching and learning. The focus of the study is elementary school students which are categorized as young learners. The applications that are meant in this research refer to technological devices, such as Zoom, Skype, Mobile Games, Toondoo, GeoAR, TanMath, Chanting robot, etc. The literature search was done to answer the research question. From the findings of the study, it can be understood that children experienced difficulties in three main areas namely their personal state, environmental influence, and network facilities. Both in synchronous and asynchronous online platforms, these three situations still are impactable. Limitations of this study are related to the research focus. The database was large and not specific. Therefore, the next researchers can specify the focus of the study into a particular application for particular subject. The invitation for action research is also welcome, especially in the improvement of online learning quality for children using technology.
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